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Abstract—Modern buildings consist of various equipment, including heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC), and lighting. All 

equipment can be monitored and managed by the building management system. All of these components can be damaged due to 

prolonged use, misconfiguration, and network connection problems. Equipment breakdown affects maintenance costs and, in 

particular, energy efficiency. This study aims to develop a monitoring system of the current consumption of lighting (lamps) by light 

detection and current consumption of air conditioning (AC) by room temperature detection using Internet of Things (IoT) 

implementation. Hardware design consists of a power supply circuit, installing an ACS 712 current sensor, LDR sensor, the temperature 

sensor of DHT22, and thermal sensor of LM35. While the software design consists of a diagram flow for the current sensor, light sensor, 

temperature sensor reading program, program on the display board, and a web server design. The detection of current, lamplight, 

room temperature, and thermal cable is carried out to determine errors that occur in electrical equipment. Monitoring the consumption 

of lighting flows by detecting lamp light and air conditioning current consumption by detecting room temperature is done through the 

Firebase web server using a computer or smartphone.  The results showed that the built system could monitor current consumption, 

detect lamplight, and detect room temperature in real-time. This system can be used to detect faulty electrical equipment and determine 

its position so that repairs can be carried out immediately. However, the type of damage has not been identified. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of energy security has become a major 

challenge for sustainable economic development worldwide 

today [1]. According to the International Energy Agency, 

global electricity demand is expected to increase by more than 

two-thirds by 2035 [2]. In Indonesia, electricity demand 

continues to increase every year in line with the increase in 

national economic growth. The economy and prosperity of a 

region can increase after electrification. Indonesia's 

electrification ratio in 2018 has reached 98.05% [3], [4]. 
Excessive use of electricity is one of the problems faced by 

several countries in the world to maintain the availability of 

electrical energy in the future [5], [6]. The global 

consumption of electrical energy in 2018 has reached 23,398 

TWh, an increase of 912 TWh from 2017 with a value of 

22,486 TWh of electricity consumption [7]. Electrical 

problems are not only due to excessive use, but several other 

factors can harm the community, such as overheating electric 

cables that trigger a fire disaster [8] [9] and unstable values of 

voltage and electric current, which can cause damage to 
electronic devices [10], [11]. 

The development of information technology in the field of 

the Internet of Things which emphasizes machine to machine 

(M2M) communication [12]–[14] and real-time remote 

control and surveillance [15]–[20] provide innovative 

solutions to problems in various fields of life [21]–[25]. One 

of them is the problem of electrical energy, such as wasteful 

electrical energy consumption [26], [27], late fault detection, 

or even non-existent and unstable currents [10], [28]. This 

problem can be solved by developing a real-time monitoring 

system for electricity usage. 

Several researchers have carried out several studies related 
to the electricity use monitoring system. Santos and Ferreire 

[29] developed a monitoring system for electrical energy 

consumption and detected energy waste using LoRa 

Communication. Zhaou et al. [30] built an embedded device-

based electrical energy monitoring system using Raspberry Pi 

and FPGA. Hamied et al. [31] developed a website 
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application for monitoring electrical photovoltaic (PV) arrays 

of current and voltage, air temperature, and solar irradiance 

online. Balamurugan and Saravanakamalam [32] developed 

an energy monitoring system that measures power, voltage, 

amperage, and energy consumption via the internet using 

WiFi communication. Soh et al. [33] built an energy 

consumption monitoring system equipped with an alert 

system that is active if the energy consumption limit has been 

exceeded using the Ubidots Cloud Service. Hartman et al. [34] 

built a monitoring system for energy consumption in Air 

Conditioning Units (AC) through Wi-Fi Communication 
using Raspberry Pi Zero W. Haithem et al. [35] built a 

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) System 

using Machine to Machine (M2M) Communication resulting 

in energy savings in the use of air conditioning with an 

embedded test model on two ACs by providing auto-control 

for managing energy in order to save energy. 

This study builds an electrical monitoring system that 

monitors the indoor environment as an integrated system. The 

system built has four main features. First, the system can 

detect the number of light incidents in a room connected to a 

light switching system to efficiently use electrical energy. 
Second, the system can monitor the temperature value of a 

room that is connected to the Air Conditioner (AC) controller. 

Third, the system can monitor the temperature value of the 

electrical cable equipped with an alert system if the 

temperature exceeds the limit to prevent overheating of the 

cable, which can cause a fire disaster. Fourth, the system can 

monitor the value of the electric current connected to the 

system in the form of panel current, lamp current, AC current, 

and socket current in real-time. The system built can increase 

the efficiency of the use of electrical energy and provide early 

detection of electrical system disturbances. In addition, this 

system can solve problems in the use of electric power. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 1 discusses the 

background of the research, section 2 explains the proposed 

system, section 3 discusses the results and analysis, and 

section 4 concludes all research results. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Lighting energy monitoring system (lamp) is done by light 

detection and air conditioning (AC) with room temperature 

detection. Designing an electrical system monitoring and 

detection system involves designing a radio and 

telecommunications laboratory prototype, designing 

hardware, and designing software. The system was tested in 

one room with lighting equipment (lights) and air 

conditioning (AC). The trial stage is to monitor the current 

consumption of the lamp by detecting the light and 

monitoring the current consumption of the air conditioning 

with room temperature detection. 
The prototype design of the Radio and Microwave 

Telecommunication Laboratory consists of nine rooms, 

namely Radio and Microwave Telecommunications 

Laboratory Room (R 5.1), the AP ROOM 2 (R 5.2), the AP 

Room 1 (R 5.3), the Professor Room (R 5.4), the Assistant 

Room (R 5.5), Meeting Room (R 5.6), Student Room (R 5.7), 

Laboratory Assistant Room (R 5.8), Computer and PABC 

Room (R 5.10) and corridors (R 5.9). Each room is equipped 

with lighting equipment, air conditioning, and computers, 

except for the Radio and Microwave Telecommunication 

Laboratory Room which is only equipped with lighting and 

practical equipment as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1  Floor plan of Radio and Microwave Telecommunication Laboratory 

 

Fig. 1 show the floor plan of The Radio and Microwave 

Telecommunication Laboratory. Hardware design consists of 

designing a power supply, installing an ACS 712 current 

sensor, installing a LDR (Photosensitive light sensor), and 

installing a temperature sensor DHT22. Power supply with an 

output of +5V serves as a voltage source for the Wemos D1R1 

module and the ESP8266 module. The series image is as 

shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Power supply circuit 
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The ACS712 current sensor consists of 3 pins, namely 

VCC, GND and OUT on the Wemos D1 board ESP8266 

module. VCC and GND. VCC and GND are connected to a 

+5V voltage and ground power supply. The OUT pin of 

current sensor is connected to pin A0 on the Wemos D1 

module on the ESP8266 board. There are 4 pins optical LDR 

lights for photosensitive light sensor consisting of VCC, GND, 

D0, and A0 on the Wemos D1 board ESP8266 module. VCC 

and GND are connected to a +5V power supply, A0 is 

connected to pin D8. While DHT22 temperature sensor 

consists of 3 pins, namely +5VCC, GND, and Data on the 

Wemos D1 module on the ESP8266 board. The +5VCC and 

GND pins are connected to the power supply, and the data are 

connected to the D2 pins of the Wemos D1 module on the 

ESP8266 board. The installation of the ACS712, LDR, 

thermal sensor, and DHT22 is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Installation of the ACS712 current sensor, light sensor, Thermal sensor and DHT22 temperature sensor on the Wemos D1 board ESP8266 module 

 

The software design consists of several stages, namely 

making a flowchart monitoring system for current, light, 

temperature, current reading program, light sensor reading 

program, and temperature sensor reading program, display 

program on the display board and web server design for 

communication between Wemos R1 board ESP8266 and the 

computer device or smartphone using the internet network. 
Flowchart of lighting energy monitoring system (lamp) with 

light detection and air conditioning (AC) with room 

temperature detection as shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4 Flowchart of lighting energy monitoring system (lamp) with light 

detection and air conditioning (AC) with room temperature detection 

Testing the monitoring system can be conducted using the 

Firebase web service. The first step is to log in with a Google 

account that has been registered with the Firebase web service, 

open firebase.google.com, click Go to console, select 

monitoring lab-radio-Telkom. The next step is to select 

develop so that the develop menu appears, then select the 

database so that the Lab-Radio-Telkom monitoring will 

appear. The sensor reading program, the display program on 

the board, and the webserver design for communication 
between the Wemos D1 ESP8266 board and a computer or 

smartphone using the internet system are described as follows. 

 
#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 

#include <FirebaseArduino.h> 

#include <SPI.h> 

#include <Wire.h> 

#include <SimpleDHT.h> 

#include <ACS712.h> 

 

// Set to run firebase and wifi 

#defineFIREBASE_HOST"monitoring-and-control-ab.firebaseio.com" 

#defineFIREBASE_AUTH"0qYhJouHUFGRIYxKTvktMJqluIeBr7Di

AwkX1uOe" 

#define WIFI_SSID "Muliandira" 

#define WIFI_PASSWORD "R4h4s14@" 

//Temperature sensor DHT22 

  int pinDHT22 = D8;  

  SimpleDHT22 dht22(pinDHT22); 

  float temperature = 0; 

  float humidity = 0; 

  int err = SimpleDHTErrSuccess; 

//Light sensor LDR, Temp sensor LM35 

  byte analogPin = A0; 

  int adc = 0; 

  float tempLM35 = 00; 

//Current sensor ACS712 

  ACS712  ACS(A0, 5, 1023, 185); // max. 5A = 185 

  float mA ; 

  float current ;   

void setup() { 

//Switch Multiplexer 

  pinMode (D4,OUTPUT); 

  pinMode (D5,OUTPUT); 
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  pinMode (D6,OUTPUT); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

//Firebase controlling 

  pinMode (D2, OUTPUT); //panel 

  pinMode (D3, OUTPUT); //penyejuk rusangan 

  pinMode (D9, OUTPUT); //penerangan 

  pinMode (D10, OUTPUT); //stok kontak 

//Buzzer bip 

  pinMode (D11, OUTPUT); 

 // Connect to wifi. 

  WiFi.begin(WIFI_SSID, WIFI_PASSWORD); 

  while (WiFi.status() != WL_CONNECTED) { 

    Serial.println("Connected");  

    delay(500);}  

//Connect to firebase    

  Firebase.begin(FIREBASE_HOST, FIREBASE_AUTH); 

  Firebase.set("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave Laboratory 

/Computer & PABX Room /Panel Switch",1); 

  Firebase.set("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave Laboratory 

/Computer & PABX Room /Air Conditioning Switch",1); 

  Firebase.set("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave Laboratory 

/Computer & PABX Room /Lamp Switch",1); 

  Firebase.set("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave Laboratory 

/Computer & PABX Room /Socket Switch",1); 

}  

  int swpanel; 

  int swpenyejukruangan; 

  int swpenerangan; 

  int swstokkontak; 

  void loop() { 

 digitalWrite (D11,HIGH); delay(100); digitalWrite (D11,LOW); 

delay(100); 

panelACS712();               //Current sensor panel processing 

airconditionerACS712();      //Current sensor air conditioner processing 

lampACS712();                //Current sensor lamp processing 

stokcontactACS712();         //Current sensor stok contact processing 

tempDHT22sensor();           //Temp sensor DHT22 processing 

lightsensor();               //Light sensor LDR processing 

tempLM35sensor();             //Temp sensor LM35 processing 

 //Controller 

 swpanel = Firebase.getInt("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Panel Switch"); 

 if (swpanel==1) {Serial.println("Panel ON"); digitalWrite(D2,LOW);} 

 if (swpanel==0) {Serial.println("Panel OFF"); digitalWrite(D2,HIGH); } 

 swpenyejukruangan = Firebase.getInt("Telecommunication Radio & 

Microwave Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Air 

Conditioning Switch"); 

 if (swpenyejukruangan==1) {Serial.println("Penyejuk Ruangan ON"); 

digitalWrite(D3,LOW);} 

 if (swpenyejukruangan==0) {Serial.println("Penyejuk Ruangan OFF"); 

digitalWrite(D3,HIGH); } 

 swpenerangan = Firebase.getInt("Telecommunication Radio & 

Microwave Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Lamp 

Switch"); 

 if (swpenerangan==1) {Serial.println("Penerangan ON"); 

digitalWrite(D9,LOW); } 

 if (swpenerangan==0) {Serial.println("Penerangan OFF"); 

digitalWrite(D9,HIGH);} 

 swstokkontak = Firebase.getInt("Telecommunication Radio & 

Microwave Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Socket 

Switch"); 

 if (swstokkontak==1) {Serial.println("Stok Kontak ON"); 

digitalWrite(D10,LOW); } 

 if (swstokkontak==0) {Serial.println("Stok Kontak OFF"); 

digitalWrite(D10,HIGH); } 

 //delay(60000); 

 } 

  //Collection void for system. 

 void panelACS712(){ 

  digitalWrite(D4,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(D5,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(D6,LOW); 

  mA = ACS.mA_AC(); 

  current = (mA / 1000)-0.05; 

  if (current>=0){String panel = String (current,2)+ String (" A");  

     Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Panel Switch /Panel 

Current", panel); delay(10);} 

  else {Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Panel Switch /Panel 

Current", "0 A"); delay(10);}} 

void airconditionerACS712(){ 

  digitalWrite(D4,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(D5,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(D6,LOW); 

  mA = ACS.mA_AC(); 

  current = (mA / 1000)-0.05; 

  if (current>=0){String airconditionercurrent = String (current,2)+ 

String (" A");  

     Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Air Conditioning Switch 

/Air Conditioning Current", airconditionercurrent); delay(10);}  

  else {Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Air Conditioning Switch 

/Air Conditioning Current", "0 A"); delay(10);}} 

void lampACS712(){ 

  digitalWrite(D4,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(D5,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(D6,LOW); 

  mA = ACS.mA_AC(); 

  current = (mA / 1000)-0.05; 

  if (current>=0){String lamp = String (current,2)+ String (" A");  

     Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Lamp Switch /Lamp 

Current", lamp); delay(10);} 

  else {Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Lamp Switch /Lamp 

Current", "0 A"); delay(10);}} 

void stokcontactACS712(){ 

  digitalWrite(D4,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(D5,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(D6,LOW); 

  mA = ACS.mA_AC(); 

  current = (mA / 1000)-0.05; 

  if (current>=0){String stokcontact = String (current,2)+ String (" A");  

     Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Socket Switch /Socket 

Current", stokcontact); delay(10);} 

  else {Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Socket Switch /Socket 

Current", "0 A"); delay(10);}} 

void tempDHT22sensor(){ 

  //MuxTempDHT22(); 

  if ((err = dht22.read2(&temperature, &humidity, NULL)) != 

SimpleDHTErrSuccess){return;} 

  String DHT22Temp = String (temperature) + String (" °C"); 

  Firebase.setString("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Air Conditioning Switch 

/Temperature Sensor Value", DHT22Temp); delay(10);} 

void lightsensor(){ 

  digitalWrite(D4,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(D5,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(D6,HIGH); 

 adc = analogRead(analogPin); 

 if (adc <500){Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & 

Microwave Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Lamp Switch 

/Light Sensor Condition", "Light" );delay(10);} 

 else {Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Lamp Switch /Light 

Sensor Condition", "No Light");delay(10);}} 

void tempLM35sensor(){ 

  digitalWrite(D4,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(D5,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(D6,HIGH); 

 adc = analogRead(analogPin); 

 tempLM35 = (adc/3.222); 

 String tempLM35A= String (tempLM35) + String (" °C"); 

 Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Socket Switch /Thermal 

Sensor Value/Temperature",tempLM35A );delay(10); 
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 if (tempLM35 <=70){Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & 

Microwave Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Socket 

Switch /Socket Temperature/Condition", "Secure" );delay(10);}  

 else {Firebase.setString ("Telecommunication Radio & Microwave 

Laboratory /Computer & PABX Room /Socket Switch /Socket 

Temperature/Condition", "Warning");delay(10);}} 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The sensor module and controller module prototype to 

activate air conditioning (AC), lighting (lamps), and relays for 

electric socket are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.  

 

 
Fig. 5 The results of the installation of current sensors, light sensors, 

temperature sensors and thermal sensors 
 

 
Fig. 6 Installation of a control system to activate the air conditioner (AC), 

lighting (lamp), and electric socket using a relay on the Wemos D1 module 

on board ESP8266 
 

The results of the consumption monitoring of lighting 

currents (lamps) type LED with 55W power, current 

consumption of air conditioning (AC) with 330-Watt power 

of 1.6, consumption of electric socket currents connected to a 
personal computer (PC) with a power supply of 430 Watt and 

LCD monitor with 1.5A for 60 minutes using an ACS 712 

current sensor is shown in Table 1. 

TABLE I 

MONITORING RESULTS OF LIGHTING CURRENT CONSUMPTION (LAMP), ROOM 

(AC), ELECTRIC SOCKET CURRENT, AND PANEL CURRENT USING ACS712 

CURRENT SENSOR 

No. 

Switch Condition 

Time 

(Min) 

Current Values of Sensor 

SW 

1 

SW 

2 

SW 

3 

SW 

4 

Panel 

current 

(A) 

Lamp 

Current 

(A) 

AC 

Current 

(A) 

Socket 

Current 

(A) 

1 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 

2 1 1 1 1 6’ 2.50 0.28 1.47 0.69 

3 1 1 1 1 12’ 2.76 0.29 1.53 0.71 

4 1 1 1 1 18’ 2.58 0.24 1.50 0.68 

5 1 1 1 1 24’ 2.49 0.22 1.48 0.67 

6 1 1 1 1 30’ 2.53 0.25 1.52 0.65 

7 1 1 1 1 36’ 2.56 0.29 1.49 0.60 

8 1 1 1 1 42’ 0.90 0.22 0.13 0.59 

9 1 1 1 1 48’ 2.51 0.25 1.50 0.62 

10 1 1 1 1 54’ 2.65 0.29 1.52 0.69 

11 1 1 1 1 60’ 2.53 0.29 1.53 0.66 

In the Switch Condition columns, 0 indicates the switch is 

off and 1 indicates the switch is on. The results of the 

measurements of the consumption of LED lighting (lamps) 

with a power of 55W, the current consumption of air 

conditioning (AC) with a power of 330 watts with a current 

of 1.6 A, the current consumption of the electric socket 

connected to a personal computer (PC) with a power supply 

0f 430W and LCD monitor with a current of 1.5 A for 60 

minutes using a clamp meter is shown in Table 2. The results 

of monitoring room temperature using the DHT22 sensor, 

monitoring the thermal temperature or cable heat using the 

LM35 sensor, and monitoring the lighting conditions in the 

room using a light sensor for 60 minutes are shown in Table 

3. 

TABLE II 

MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF LIGHTING CURRENT CONSUMPTION (LAMP), 

ROOM (AC), ELECTRIC SOCKET CURRENT, AND PANEL CURRENT USING 

CLAMP METER 

No. 

Switchs Condition 

Time 

(Min) 

Current Values of Sensor 

SW 

1 

SW 

2 

SW 

3 

SW 

4 

Panel 

current 

(A) 

Lamp 

Current 

(A) 

AC 

Current 

(A) 

Socket 

Current 

(A) 
1 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 
2 1 1 1 1 6’ 2.38 0.27 1.40 0.66 
3 1 1 1 1 12’ 2.62 0.28 1.45 0.67 
4 1 1 1 1 18’ 2.45 0.23 1.43 0.65 
5 1 1 1 1 24’ 2.37 0.21 1.41 0.64 
6 1 1 1 1 30’ 2.40 0.24 1.44 0.62 
7 1 1 1 1 36’ 2.43 0.28 1.42 0.57 
8 1 1 1 1 42’ 0.86 0.21 0.12 0.56 
9 1 1 1 1 48’ 2.38 0.24 1.43 0.59 
10 1 1 1 1 54’ 2.52 0.28 1.44 0.66 
11 1 1 1 1 60’ 2.40 0.28 1.45 0.63 

TABLE III  

MONITORING RESULTS OF LIGHTING CONDITIONS, ROOM TEMPERATURE, 

AND THERMAL CABLE TEMPERATURE USING DHT22 AND LM35 LIGHT 

SENSORS 

No. 

Switchs Condition 

Time 

(Min) 

Light 

sensor 

cond. 

Temperature 

Sensor Value 

(oC) 

Thermal 

sensor 

value 

(oC) 

SW 

1 

SW 

2 

SW 

3 

SW 

4 

1 0 0 0 0 - 
Not  

Detect 
28.30 29.50 

2 1 1 1 1 6’ Detect 27.20 28.70 
3 1 1 1 1 12’ Detect 24.70 26.40 
4 1 1 1 1 18’ Detect 25.40 26.60 
5 1 1 1 1 24’ Detect 22.90 24.40 
6 1 1 1 1 30’ Detect 18.65 20.35 
7 1 1 1 1 36’ Detect 18.10 19.30 
8 1 1 1 1 42’ Detect 16.55 18.05 
9 1 1 1 1 48’ Detect 21.70 23.40 
10 1 1 1 1 54’ Detect 20.35 21.55 
11 1 1 1 1 60’ Detect 19.10 20.60 

 

The results show that the electrical panel energy monitoring 

system prototype, lighting (lamps) with light detection, air 

conditioning (AC) with room temperature detection, energy 

monitoring in an electric socket with cable thermal (heat) 
temperature detection was successfully designed and 

successfully accessed through computer or smartphone using 

the Firebase web service application. For current monitoring 

in Table 1, it shows that the average current consumption is 

0.26 A. As long as a current flowing in the lighting device 

(lamp), the light will be detected. If the current is flowing, the 

room temperature has decreased significantly from the initial 
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temperature of 28.300C after 60 minutes to 19.100C. The 

electric socket is connected to a personal computer (PC) with 

a power supply of 430W and an LCD monitor with a current 

of 1.5A and cable thermal temperature detection (heat). The 

average current consumption is 0.66A for 60 minutes, and the 

thermal (heat) temperature detection is an average of 25.90C 

for 60 minutes. The thermal (heat) temperature of the cable is 

still in safe condition. It indicated the current, temperature, 

and heat monitoring system work properly. The results 

obtained were validated with a clamp meter with an average 

current difference of 0.04A or around 5.26%. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The lighting (lamps) monitoring system with light 

detection and air conditioning (AC) with room temperature 

detection can be accessed via computer or smartphone using 

the Firebase web service application. Detection of light using 

a light sensor indicates that the lighting (lamps) in the room is 

well monitored. The detection of room temperature that has 
decreased during monitoring shows that the air conditioning 

(AC) condition in the room is well monitored. The cable’s 

thermal (heat) temperature detection still shows a value in 

safe conditions, which is around 25.60C. Research 

development can be carried out by optimizing sensors in 

detecting errors that often occur in electrical equipment or 

electrical systems with notifications via Android applications 

on smartphones such as Telegrams.  
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